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Code No: 56017             Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
FINITE ELEMENT METHODS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1.  The radiation heat flux is proportional to the fourth power of the______Which causes problem to be 

non linear           [ ] 
a) Relative temperature    b) Absolute temperature 
c) Critical temperature   d) Normal temperature 

 
2.  In 1D heat conduction the internal energy generated per unit volume is referred as  [ ]  

a) Source when positive   b) Sink when heat is consumed  
c) Sink when negative    d) All the above 

 
3.  The film coefficient h is a property of the flow and depends on weather   [ ] 

a) Convection is natural or forced        b) The type of fluid 
c) Geometry of body    d) All the above 

 
4.  The stiffness matrix for axisymmetric triangular element is given by   [ ] 

a) [D]T[D] [B]2πrA  b) [B]T[D] [B]2πrA c) [B]T[D]T[B]2ΠA  d) [D]T[B] 2πrA 
 
5.  If damping is present the amplitude of oscillations      [ ] 

a) Exceeds a certain critical value    b) will decay progressively  
c) Depends on the initially imposed disturbance   d)  will continue indefinitely  

 
6.  In one dimensional problems __________ exits along one coordinate axis only  [ ] 

a) Thermal conductivity b) Heat flux  c) Temperature gradient d) Heat transfer  
 
7.  The governing equation for one dimensional heat conduction is    [ ] 

a) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]+Q=0   b) d/dx[k dT/dx]+Q=0 
c) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]-Q=0   d) d/dx[k d2T/d2x]-Q=0  

 
8.  The determinant _______is used for the transformation of integrals from the global co - ordinate 

system            [ ] 
a) Eulerian matrix b) Jacobian matrix  c) Lagrange matix               d) Elasticity matrix 

 
9.  Which plane state of stress has an effect on the equation between stresses and strains [ ] 

a) Axissymmetric b) Non – Axissymmetric c) Screw –symmetric  d) Asymmetric 
 
10.  A fundamental property of the rayleigh quotient is that it lies    [ ] 

a) In the smallest Eigen value    b) In the largest eigen value 
c) Between the smallest and  largest eigen value d) Beyond the largest eigen value. 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  The traction force has the units __________  
 
12.  The convection heat loss in the fin can be considered as ______heat source  
 
13.  In motor cycle where fins extend from cylinder head to quickly dissipate heat through ___  
 
14.  The local______system for a tetra hedranlement can usually be as same as the global coordinate 

system  
 
15.  A_____that is distributed force per unit volume,contributes to the global load vector  F  
 
16.  The stress and strain is related by  ________________  
 
17.  In steady state heat transfer , the conduction process is qualified by ________  
 
18.  A fin is an extended surface that is added on to a body  increase the rate of _____  
 
19.  According to heat flux boundary condition , the surface is perfectly insulated if ________  
 
20.  The consistant mass matrices yield more accurate results for _____ elements such as beams  
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
FINITE ELEMENT METHODS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
 
1.  The stiffness matrix for axisymmetric triangular element is given by   [ ] 

a) [D]T[D] [B]2πrA  b) [B]T[D] [B]2πrA c) [B]T[D]T[B]2ΠA  d) [D]T[B] 2πrA 
 
2.  If damping is present the amplitude of oscillations      [ ] 

a) Exceeds a certain critical value    b) will decay progressively  
c) Depends on the initially imposed disturbance   d)  will continue indefinitely  

 
3.  In one dimensional problems __________ exits along one coordinate axis only  [ ] 

a) Thermal conductivity b) Heat flux  c) Temperature gradient d) Heat transfer  
 
4.  The governing equation for one dimensional heat conduction is    [ ] 

a) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]+Q=0   b) d/dx[k dT/dx]+Q=0 
c) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]-Q=0   d) d/dx[k d2T/d2x]-Q=0  

 
5.  The determinant _______is used for the transformation of integrals from the global co - ordinate 

system            [ ] 
a) Eulerian matrix b) Jacobian matrix  c) Lagrange matix               d) Elasticity matrix 

 
6.  Which plane state of stress has an effect on the equation between stresses and strains [ ] 

a) Axissymmetric b) Non – Axissymmetric c) Screw –symmetric  d) Asymmetric 
 
7.  A fundamental property of the rayleigh quotient is that it lies    [ ] 

a) In the smallest Eigen value    b) In the largest eigen value 
c) Between the smallest and  largest eigen value d) Beyond the largest eigen value. 

 
8.  The radiation heat flux is proportional to the fourth power of the______Which causes problem to be 

non linear           [ ] 
a) Relative temperature    b) Absolute temperature 
c) Critical temperature   d) Normal temperature 

 
9.  In 1D heat conduction the internal energy generated per unit volume is referred as  [ ]  

a) Source when positive   b) Sink when heat is consumed  
c) Sink when negative    d) All the above 

 
10.  The film coefficient h is a property of the flow and depends on weather   [ ] 

a) Convection is natural or forced        b) The type of fluid 
c) Geometry of body    d) All the above 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  The local______system for a tetra hedranlement can usually be as same as the global coordinate 

system  
 
12.  A_____that is distributed force per unit volume,contributes to the global load vector  F  
 
13.  The stress and strain is related by  ________________  
 
14.  In steady state heat transfer , the conduction process is qualified by ________  
 
15.  A fin is an extended surface that is added on to a body  increase the rate of _____  
 
16.  According to heat flux boundary condition , the surface is perfectly insulated if ________  
 
17.  The consistant mass matrices yield more accurate results for _____ elements such as beams  
 
18.  The traction force has the units __________  
 
19.  The convection heat loss in the fin can be considered as ______heat source  
 
20.  In motor cycle where fins extend from cylinder head to quickly dissipate heat through ___  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
 
1.  In one dimensional problems __________ exits along one coordinate axis only  [ ] 

a) Thermal conductivity b) Heat flux  c) Temperature gradient d) Heat transfer  
 
2.  The governing equation for one dimensional heat conduction is    [ ] 

a) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]+Q=0   b) d/dx[k dT/dx]+Q=0 
c) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]-Q=0   d) d/dx[k d2T/d2x]-Q=0  

 
3.  The determinant _______is used for the transformation of integrals from the global co - ordinate 

system            [ ] 
a) Eulerian matrix b) Jacobian matrix  c) Lagrange matix               d) Elasticity matrix 

 
4.  Which plane state of stress has an effect on the equation between stresses and strains [ ] 

a) Axissymmetric b) Non – Axissymmetric c) Screw –symmetric  d) Asymmetric 
 
5.  A fundamental property of the rayleigh quotient is that it lies    [ ] 

a) In the smallest Eigen value    b) In the largest eigen value 
c) Between the smallest and  largest eigen value d) Beyond the largest eigen value. 

 
6.  The radiation heat flux is proportional to the fourth power of the______Which causes problem to be 

non linear           [ ] 
a) Relative temperature    b) Absolute temperature 
c) Critical temperature   d) Normal temperature 

 
7.  In 1D heat conduction the internal energy generated per unit volume is referred as  [ ]  

a) Source when positive   b) Sink when heat is consumed  
c) Sink when negative    d) All the above 

 
8.  The film coefficient h is a property of the flow and depends on weather   [ ] 

a) Convection is natural or forced        b) The type of fluid 
c) Geometry of body    d) All the above 

 
9.  The stiffness matrix for axisymmetric triangular element is given by   [ ] 

a) [D]T[D] [B]2πrA  b) [B]T[D] [B]2πrA c) [B]T[D]T[B]2ΠA  d) [D]T[B] 2πrA 
 
10.  If damping is present the amplitude of oscillations      [ ] 

a) Exceeds a certain critical value    b) will decay progressively  
c) Depends on the initially imposed disturbance   d)  will continue indefinitely  
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  The stress and strain is related by  ________________  
 
12.  In steady state heat transfer , the conduction process is qualified by ________  
 
13.  A fin is an extended surface that is added on to a body  increase the rate of _____  
 
14.  According to heat flux boundary condition , the surface is perfectly insulated if ________  
 
15.  The consistant mass matrices yield more accurate results for _____ elements such as beams  
 
16.  The traction force has the units __________  
 
17.  The convection heat loss in the fin can be considered as ______heat source  
 
18.  In motor cycle where fins extend from cylinder head to quickly dissipate heat through ___  
 
19.  The local______system for a tetra hedranlement can usually be as same as the global coordinate 

system  
 
20.  A_____that is distributed force per unit volume,contributes to the global load vector  F  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1.  The determinant _______is used for the transformation of integrals from the global co - ordinate 

system            [ ] 
a) Eulerian matrix b) Jacobian matrix  c) Lagrange matix               d) Elasticity matrix 

 
2.  Which plane state of stress has an effect on the equation between stresses and strains [ ] 

a) Axissymmetric b) Non – Axissymmetric c) Screw –symmetric  d) Asymmetric 
 
3.  A fundamental property of the rayleigh quotient is that it lies    [ ] 

a) In the smallest Eigen value    b) In the largest eigen value 
c) Between the smallest and  largest eigen value d) Beyond the largest eigen value. 

 
4.  The radiation heat flux is proportional to the fourth power of the______Which causes problem to be 

non linear           [ ] 
a) Relative temperature    b) Absolute temperature 
c) Critical temperature   d) Normal temperature 

 
5.  In 1D heat conduction the internal energy generated per unit volume is referred as  [ ]  

a) Source when positive   b) Sink when heat is consumed  
c) Sink when negative    d) All the above 

 
6.  The film coefficient h is a property of the flow and depends on weather   [ ] 

a) Convection is natural or forced        b) The type of fluid 
c) Geometry of body    d) All the above 

 
7.  The stiffness matrix for axisymmetric triangular element is given by   [ ] 

a) [D]T[D] [B]2πrA  b) [B]T[D] [B]2πrA c) [B]T[D]T[B]2ΠA  d) [D]T[B] 2πrA 
 
8.  If damping is present the amplitude of oscillations      [ ] 

a) Exceeds a certain critical value    b) will decay progressively  
c) Depends on the initially imposed disturbance   d)  will continue indefinitely  

 
9.  In one dimensional problems __________ exits along one coordinate axis only  [ ] 

a) Thermal conductivity b) Heat flux  c) Temperature gradient d) Heat transfer  
 
10.  The governing equation for one dimensional heat conduction is    [ ] 

a) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]+Q=0   b) d/dx[k dT/dx]+Q=0 
c) d2/dx[k d2T/dx]-Q=0   d) d/dx[k d2T/d2x]-Q=0  
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  A fin is an extended surface that is added on to a body  increase the rate of _____  
 
12.  According to heat flux boundary condition , the surface is perfectly insulated if ________  
 
13.  The consistant mass matrices yield more accurate results for _____ elements such as beams  
 
14.  The traction force has the units __________  
 
15.  The convection heat loss in the fin can be considered as ______heat source  
 
16.  In motor cycle where fins extend from cylinder head to quickly dissipate heat through ___  
 
17.  The local______system for a tetra hedranlement can usually be as same as the global coordinate 

system  
 
18.  A_____that is distributed force per unit volume,contributes to the global load vector  F  
 
19.  The stress and strain is related by  ________________  
 
20.  In steady state heat transfer , the conduction process is qualified by ________  
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